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We propose the implementation of fast resonant gates in circuit quantum electrodynamics for
quantum information processing. We show how a suitable utilization of three-level superconducting
qubits inside a resonator constitutes a key tool to perform diverse two-qubit resonant gates, improv-
ing the operation speed when compared to slower dispersive techniques. To illustrate the benefit of
resonant two-qubit gates in circuit QED, we consider the implementation of a two-dimensional clus-
ter state in an array of N×N superconducting qubits by using resonant controlled-phase (CPHASE)
and one-qubit gates, where the generation time grows linearly with N . For N = 3, and taking into
account decoherence mechanisms, a fidelity over 60% for the generation of this cluster state is
obtained.
PACS numbers: 03.65.Yz, 03.67.Lx, 03.65.Wj, 42.50.Lc
I. INTRODUCTION
Circuit quantum electrodynamics (QED) is a novel
field combining atomic physics and quantum optical cav-
ity QED concepts with superconducting circuits.1–3 Its
fundamental dynamics is understood within the Jaynes-
Cummings model, describing the interaction between a
two-level system and a single field mode.4 In circuit
QED, superconducting qubits are considered as artificial
atoms5,6 interacting with on-chip one-dimensional res-
onators playing the role of cavities.7 These mesoscopic
devices are candidates for implementations in quantum
information processing8 due to their inherent tunability
and scalability properties, at least as good as trapped
ions9 or quantum dots.10
To implement quantum algorithms in circuit QED11
within the standard quantum computing approach, the
sequential realization of fast high-fidelity quantum gates
is required.12 Several implementations of quantum op-
erations in coupled superconducting qubits have been
proposed13,14 and the implementation of a controlled-
NOT gate has been achieved.15 Furthermore, coherent
coupling16 and quantum information exchange17 of two
superconducting qubits, through a cavity bus and cav-
ity state synthesis18, have been realized. Scalable ar-
chitectures in circuit QED may require efficient designs
of two-dimensional cavity arrays.19 These allow scalable
standard quantum computation, and also open the possi-
ble realization of two-dimensional cluster states for one-
way quantum computing.20,21 Another crucial challenge
in quantum information and also in circuit QED is to
speed up operations and, thus, beat decoherence. For
this purpose it would be desirable to employ resonant
gates. Indeed, based on first-order couplings between
qubits and cavities, resonant gates are much faster than
the commonly used dispersive gates, based on second-
order couplings. In cavity QED, a controlled-phase
(CPHASE) gate has been already implemented in the
resonant regime22, but these ideas are difficult to scale
up and build, for example, cluster states in multiqubit
systems. In this work, we focus on the field of circuit
QED and propose the implementation of a toolbox of
resonant quantum gates improving on speed and fidelity
when compared to slower dispersive gates in circuit QED.
To this end, a key concept from quantum optics will be
the use of an auxiliary excited state for the qubits and
the use of the cavity as a resonant mediator of the qubit
interactions.
The paper is organized as follows: in Section II, we
will explain how to realize, resonantly and efficiently, the
paradigmatic two-qubit CPHASE gate. The theoretical
protocol is inspired by cavity QED experimental works29.
To prove its feasibility in circuit QED, we test our re-
sults with full numerical simulations involving decoher-
ence mechanisms, reaching a fidelity of 98.5%. Then, in
Section III, we extend the ideas of previous section and
propose the implementation of other two-qubit gates: the
iSWAP gate and the Bogoliubov gate.24 Some of these
two-qubit gates, together with suitable one-qubit gates,
can form universal sets for quantum computation. In
Section IV, as an example of the resonant CPHASE gate
presented before, we propose the realization in circuit
QED of a cluster state for one-way quantum computing20
in a two-dimensional array of cavities.19
II. MODEL FOR A RESONANT CPHASE GATE
The CPHASE gate is one of the paradigmatic two-
qubit gates for quantum information. Indeed, by com-
bining it with one-qubit gates, it forms a set of univer-
sal gates. This CPHASE gate produces a phase-shift
2pi only when both qubits are excited. In the computa-
tional basis of two qubits, {|g1g2〉, |g1e2〉, |e1g2〉, |e1e2〉},
the CPHASE matrix reads
CPHASE =


1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 −1

 ,
where |g〉 and |e〉 represent the ground and excited states
of the qubits, labeled with subindices 1 and 2. In a re-
cent experiment11, where a quantum algorithm was im-
plemented in circuit QED, a dispersive interaction using
the third level of a superconducting qubit was used. To
implement a CPHASE gate in the resonant regime, in
which the detuning is zero, we borrow from quantum op-
tics the use of the cavity as a mediator for the operation
and the use of auxiliary qubit levels.29 We develop below
a specific modelisation in the context of circuit QED and
present numerical simulations, including realistic losses,
of the involved superconducting qubits and microwave
resonators.
We consider two three-level superconducting qubits,
1 and 2, with |g1,2〉, |e1,2〉, and |a1,2〉 being their first
three lower energy levels, respectively. The usefulness
of auxiliary qubit levels in the superconducting qubit
context has been recognized only recently, for phase
qubit operations,23,25 for circuit QED quantum optics
applications,26 as well as for a recent demonstration of
gates in circuit QED.11 The qubits are coupled to a copla-
nar waveguide cavity and their dynamics is described, af-
ter a rotating-wave approximation, by the Hamiltonian
H =
∑
l=g,e,a;q=1,2
Elq |lq〉 〈lq|+ ~ωra†a
+~gg1e1
(
σ+g1e1a+ σ
−
g1e1
a†
)
+~ge1a1
(
σ+e1a1a+ σ
−
e1a1
a†
)
+~gg2e2
(
σ+g2e2a+ σ
−
g2e2
a†
)
+~ge2a2
(
σ+e2a2a+ σ
−
e2a2
a†
)
. (1)
Here, σ+k,l ≡ |l〉〈k|, σ−kl ≡ |k〉〈l|, while a (a†) are the
bosonic annihilation (creation) operators of the resonator
field mode, Elq is the energy for level l of qubit q, ωr is
the cavity mode frequency, and the g’s denote the vacuum
Rabi coupling strengths. We assume that the qubit levels
are anharmonic and that each transition can be tuned to
match the cavity frequency, e.g. by using AC-Stark-shift
fields,27 thereby effectively switching on the qubit-cavity
couplings for the respective transition. Conversely, we
could make use of a tunable cavity.28
We assume that at a certain point of a quantum com-
putation the tripartite system (qubits+cavity) is in the
following state
|Ψi〉=
(
α |g1g2〉+ β |g1e2〉+ γ |e1g2〉+ δ |e1e2〉
)
⊗|0〉,(2)
where α, β, γ and δ are arbitrary complex amplitudes and
|0〉 is the cavity vacuum. A CPHASE gate is imple-
mented on qubits 1 and 2 after the protocol displayed
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FIG. 1. Sketch and protocol for the resonant implementation
of a CPHASE gate between qubits 1 and 2. The coupling val-
ues given in parentheses are the ones used for the simulation
presented in Fig.2.
in Fig. 1 is applied. In step (i), the state of qubit 2,
encoded in its two lowest energy levels, |g2〉 and |e2〉,
is mapped onto a photonic cavity qubit through a res-
onant coupling between qubit 2 and the cavity mode,
while the first qubit remains off-resonant. It is pos-
sible to achieve this mapping without introducing ex-
tra phase factors, such that the state at that stage is
|Ψ〉 = (α |g10〉 + β |g11〉 + γ |e10〉 + δ |e11〉) ⊗ |g2〉. In
step (ii)29, a 2pi resonant pulse between the two upper
energy levels of qubit 1, |e1〉 and |a1〉, and the cavity
mode realizes a CPHASE gate among them, yielding
|Ψ〉=(α |g10〉 + β |g11〉 + γ |e10〉 − δ |e11〉) ⊗ |g2〉. In the
last step (iii), the cavity qubit is mapped back to qubit
2, thus implementing an overall CPHASE gate between
qubits 1 and 2, leaving the cavity qubit decoupled in the
vacuum state
|Ψf 〉=
(
α |g1g2〉+ β |g1e2〉+ γ |e1g2〉 − δ |e1e2〉
)
⊗|0〉.(3)
To prove in circuit QED the feasibility of the proposed
resonant protocol for the implementation of a CPHASE
gate, we employ a time-dependent Lindblad master equa-
tion simulation, taking into account cavity losses and
qubit relaxation and dephasing. We consider a charge
qubit where the ratio between the charge and the Joseph-
son energies, EJ/EC , can be tuned from the charge to the
transmon regime.30 Even if the transmon regime enjoys
the best decoherence parameters, it is not obvious that
this limit will be optimal for having the required level
anharmonicity when tuning different qubit transitions to
the cavity mode, or vice versa. Note that, in contrast to
the case of dispersive gates, where only virtual photons
are involved, in step (ii) we populate resonantly the cav-
ity with a real photon during a finite operation time. The
simulations indicate that the anharmonicity condition for
the qubit levels and the decay of cavity photons do not
prevent the generation of a fast high-fidelity CPHASE
gate between the qubits. As an initial state, we have
3chosen
|Ψ¯i〉= 1√
2
(
|g1g2〉+ |e1e2〉
)
⊗ |0〉, (4)
where the maximally entangled qubits should be a sensi-
tive probe of decoherence processes. Figure 2 shows the
reduced density operator of the qubits at the initial and
final state, after the three steps to achieve the CPHASE
gate. The values we considered in the simulation are
κcav = 10 kHz for the cavity decay rate (with a cavity
frequency of ωcav = 2pi · 5.5GHz), and T1 = 7.3µs and
T2 = 0.5µs for the time-scales of qubit relaxation and
decoherence, respectively. The coupling strengths have
been obtained from diagonalizing the charge qubit Hamil-
tonian for EJ/EC = 2.53 and are indicated in the table in
Fig. 1. In the simulation, level positions have been shifted
during the time-evolution, assuming an appropriate AC
Stark shift, to realize the required qubit-resonator reso-
nances. The density operators are expressed in the com-
putational basis {|g1g2〉, |g1e2〉, |e1g2〉, |e1e2〉}. We find
a final state fidelity of 98.5 % in our simulation, where
the fidelity is defined as F = Tr
(|√ρlossyρideal√ρlossy|),
with ρideal and ρlossy being the final state density oper-
ators for the ideal operation and for the real evolution,
respectively.
We want to emphasize here that this simulation for
the charge qubit regime only serves as an illustration for
the large range of possible experimental setups in circuit
QED that may be employed to implement the resonant
gate protocol suggested in this paper. Optimization of
parameters to overcome practical challenges (like fluctu-
ating stray charges) is of course mandatory but it is best
left to any individual experimental design separately.
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FIG. 2. Density operator of the initial state Ψi (with α =
δ = 1, β = γ = 0) and of the final state after the implemen-
tation of the CPHASE gate, in a simulation involving qubit
relaxation and dephasing, and cavity decay; expressed in the
computational basis of the two qubits.
In this section we have shown that this protocol using
three-level physics and the cavity-resonator as mediator
allows the implementation of a CPHASE gate between
two superconducting qubits in circuit QED with high fi-
delity. According to this promising result, we will give
in the next section the protocols for another important
two-qubit gate, the iSWAP gate, and a more unusual
two-qubit gate, the Bogoliubov one. Whereas the imple-
mentation of the CPHASE gate was inspired from cavity
QED, the protocols for these two gates are new.
III. TOOLBOX OF RESONANT GATES
Most two-qubit gates form a universal set if properly
accompanied by the suitable one-qubit gate. In this
sense, it should be enough to have a two-qubit gate, say
the CPHASE, that can be done fast and efficiently. How-
ever, depending on the quantum computation one wants
to implement, a more diverse gate toolbox leads to a more
efficient protocol. We show now that the proposed res-
onant tools are not only valid for generating resonantly
and efficiently the CPHASE gate, but can also produce
some other classical and exotic two-qubit gates. We ex-
emplify this with the iSWAP and the Bogoliubov gate,
see Fig. 3 and Fig. 4. The latter appears for instance in
the context of simulations of the dynamical evolution of
spin models with quantum gates.24
The two-qubit iSWAP gate, a paradigmatic gate ap-
pearing in circuit QED, rotates with a given phase the
second qubit if the first qubit is in its excited state. In
the computational two-qubit basis its matrix reads
iSWAP =


1 0 0 0
0 0 i 0
0 i 0 0
0 0 0 1

 .
The standard approach to generate the iSWAP gate is
based on a weak and slow second-order coupling, accord-
ing to the flip-flop interaction Hamiltonian for which this
two-qubit gate occurs naturally.12,13 The iSWAP is con-
sidered as a paradigmatic gate in the context of circuit
QED, but it is known to be a slow dispersive two-qubit
gate. The protocol in Fig. 3 presents the different steps
to implement this gate in the resonant regime. Compared
to the CPHASE gate, one more step is required for ro-
tating the ground state of the first qubit according to the
definition of the iSWAP gate. For this, one has to shelve
the population of its excited state, step (ii) in Fig. 3.
As last example for the use of our method, we consider
the Bogoliubov gate. This two-qubit gate is not com-
mon and plays a role for instance in the simulation of
the Ising model in an arbitrary transverse field.24 In the
computational basis of two qubits, its matrix form reads
B =


cos θ 0 0 i sin θ
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0
i sin θ 0 0 cos θ

 ,
where the angle θ depends on the external transverse
magnetic field λ, θ = arctan(λ−√1 + λ2). The protocol
is shown in Fig. 4. More steps are required to implement
this gate, but all of them are in the resonant regime,
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FIG. 3. Sketch and protocol for the resonant implementation
of an iSWAP gate between qubits 1 and 2.
Step Transition Coupling Pulse
i) Mapping |g2〉, |e2〉 → |0〉, |1〉 gg2e2 pi
ii) Rotate qubit 1 |g1〉 ↔ |e1〉 ΩR pi
iii) Shelving |e1〉, |a1〉 ↔ |0〉, |1〉 ge1a1 pi
iv) Entanglement |g1〉, |e1〉 ↔ |0〉, |1〉 gg1e1 2θ
v) Back shelving |e1〉, |a1〉 ↔ |0〉, |1〉 ge1a1 −pi
vi) Back rotation |g1〉 ↔ |e1〉 ΩR pi
vii) Back mapping |e2〉, |g2〉 ← |0〉, |1〉 gg2e2 pi
FIG. 4. Protocol for the resonant implementation of a Bo-
goliubov gate between qubits 1 and 2. ΩR is the frequency of
an external classical field resonant to the transition frequency
between qubit states |g1〉 and |e1〉.
showing that our tools are universal and could be applied
to different kinds of two-qubit unitary transformations.
It is also desirable that the one-qubit gates needed to
form a universal set of gates can be implemented with fast
resonant pulses. As it is well known, rotations around the
x and y axis can always be implemented by sending an
external driving field resonant to the transition frequency
of the corresponding qubit. Rotations around the z axis
correspond to a detuning, which for charge qubits can be
implemented via changing the Josephson energy EJ or by
AC Stark shifts. Employing AC Stark shifts has the ad-
vantage of potentially being able to get rid of fast control
pulses on a separate control line, which would be needed
for tuning EJ . An AC Stark shift is implemented by ir-
radiating the qubit via the cavity. The microwave drive,
being detuned from the qubit, then generates a shift of
the qubit transition frequency, leading to an additional
phase shift between the two qubit levels. In particular,
this allows to implement the Hadamard gate, either by
a 180 degrees rotation around x + z or by the sequence
H = eipi/2Rx(pi)Ry(pi/2), where Ri(θ) is a rotation by θ
around axis i. Together with CPHASE (or CNOT) and a
pi/8 gate, this forms a universal set of gates for quantum
computing.
As application of these resonant toolbox of two-qubit
gates, we propose in the next section a protocol to im-
plement a cluster state of N2 superconducting qubits. In
this cluster state, each qubit is entangled with its nearest
neighbor with the help of a resonant CPHASE gate.
IV. REALIZATION OF A CLUSTER STATE IN
A TWO-DIMENSIONAL CAVITY GRID
One-way quantum computing20 is an alternative model
to the standard approach based on quantum gates8. It
requires the initial generation of a two-dimensional clus-
ter state, containing all necessary entanglement for the
local and sequential implementation of a quantum algo-
rithm. A cluster state can be obtained by the action
of a CPHASE gate between neighbouring qubits, assum-
ing all of them initially in the state (|g〉 + |e〉)/√2. Its
experimental realization is one of the main difficulties
when trying to implement one-way quantum computing
in different physical systems. We present here a reso-
nant protocol for realizing a cluster state of N2 super-
conducting qubits. To achieve this goal, we consider a
two-dimensional cavity grid19 as the most suitable archi-
tecture in circuit QED. Indeed this architecture consists
of a 2D square array of one-dimensional resonators where
the superconducting qubits are placed at the crossings of
the cavities. We assume that the qubits are initially in
their ground states and the cavity-resonators contain zero
photons.
To generate this initial state, one can send an external
field resonant to the transition frequency of all qubits
to implement a y-rotation for a pi/2 pulse. These lo-
cal qubit rotations can be done simultaneously so that
the corresponding operation time is τy =
pi
2ΩR
, with
ΩR the frequency of the external field. The qubits are
then entangled by performing a CPHASE gate between
each qubit and their nearest neighbours. Although all
CPHASE gates mathematically commute and could be
implemented simultaneously,20 the proposed architecture
of the cavity grid imposes critical constraints. In partic-
ular, one CPHASE gate can be implemented at most
in one cavity at the same time. A solution to optimize
the number of steps is shown in Fig. 5. It consists in
implementing simultaneously all CPHASE gates on the
first row using the vertical cavities, plus the ones we can
do on the first column with the unused horizontal cav-
ities. We then repeat this step N times by shifting the
row to the top and the column to the right. As a result,
we will have implemented all required CPHASE gates be-
tween neighbouring qubits except the ones at the crossing
points between the horizontal and vertical cavities dur-
ing the process. Last, we implement the missing gates
on the two diagonals in two steps. The total time used
to realize the 2D cluster state is
5τtotal =
pi
2ΩR
+N
(
pi
gg
2
e2
+
2pi
ge1a1
+
pi
gg
2
e2
)
+2
(
pi
gg
2
e2
+
2pi
ge1a1
+
pi
gg
2
e2
)
=
pi
2ΩR
+ (N + 2) · 2pi ·
(
gg
2
e2 + ge1a1
gg
2
e2 ge1a1
)
, (5)
where the second and third term on the r.h.s. of the
first line correspond to the simultaneously done and the
last missing CPHASE gates, respectively. The total time
scales with N , whereas the number of qubits is N2, pro-
ducing a resonant and efficient technique to build 2D
cluster states in the cavity grid architecture.
FIG. 5. (Color online). Generation of a cluster state in a cav-
ity grid by implementing simultaneous CPHASE gates fol-
lowing steps (a)-(d). The grid is composed of 2N cavities
and contains N2 qubits, one at each crossing point. The per-
formed CPHASE gates for the lines are displayed in red and
for the columns in blue. The row is shifted to the top and the
column to the right. The missing gates at the crossings are
indicated as dashed black lines.
We consider now how errors would accumulate dur-
ing this process in the case of the generation of a cluster
state in a cavity grid with an array of 3×3 superconduct-
ing qubits. This example implies operating on 9 qubits, a
rather advanced platform when compared with the state-
of-the-art case of 3 qubits31. For each one-qubit gate, we
consider a fidelity of 99%, which is in agreement with
recent experimental results.11,32. Although a fidelity of
98.5% for the CPHASE gates was achieved in our numer-
ical simulation of Section II, we consider a more conser-
vative value of 97% in our present error estimations. Fol-
lowing the steps presented before, we have to implement
9 one-qubit operations and 12 CPHASE gates, reaching
a global fidelity of 63%. Given the number of operations,
this fidelity can be considered as good for the sake of
demonstrating the scheme with a small number of qubits.
Clearly, full studies of decoherence sources! and popu
V. CONCLUSION
With this work, we extended ideas of quantum optics
and cavity QED to the field of circuit QED. We consid-
ered the two-qubit CPHASE gate to introduce the tools
used to implement this unitary two-qubit operation in
the resonant regime and to prove its feasibility in cir-
cuit QED. Indeed, we have shown numerically that one
can obtain fast resonant CPHASE gates of high fidelity,
above 97% by using an auxiliary qubit level and the
cavity photon to establish qubit communication. Then
we have applied these tools to the implementation of
other two-qubit gates, the iSWAP and Bogoliubov gates.
All these resonant gates, together with high-fidelity one-
qubit gates, constitute a circuit QED toolbox of reso-
nant gates for the sake of implementing standard quan-
tum computing. As possible application of this reso-
nant toolbox, we have introduced a method of gener-
ating efficiently a cluster state in circuit QED in a two-
dimensional architecture for implementations of one-way
quantum computing. We expect the introduced toolbox
of resonant and efficient gates will enhance the theoret-
ical and experimental research in quantum information
applications in circuit QED.
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